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Subject: Elephant polo and riding 

 

Dear Mr Adhikari,   

We are an international group of elephant lovers who enjoyed seeing you 

website and very much appreciate your mission and vision:  

Apart from business focus, the ME Group has been conscious towards social responsibility and 

is helping in bringing positive change in the world. The group has strong hold and expertise on 

various areas and has been providing vivid opportunities. We have futuristic vision that benefit 

everyone and helps in the development of the state and the people.    

In line of your vision we believe that your esteemed organisation will not benefit from supporting 

inhumane practices involving elephants. Elephants are a critically endangered animal species 

that have been misused by humans for centuries. Although Nepal has much expertise in the 

management of elephants, tourism and outdated practices have led to increased abuse.  

Me Travel and Tours supports the riding and forced polo playing of elephants at the Chitwan 

Elephant Festival. We request you to conduct more research into elephant tourism in general 

and the recent market developments as a result of increasing welfare concerns for these 

majestic animals. Generally, most of western international travel companies have removed 

elephant rides and games from their itineraries. Instead they promote humane alternatives.  

We have observed the Chitwan Elephant Festival since many years and believe the organizers 

cannot guarantee the welfare standards of the elephants. We urge you therefore to stop 

supporting the festival and instead encourage elephant owners to introduce humane forms of 

tourism. Tiger Tops is an example of what is possible, while in Eastern Nepal pilots are 

conducted to promote wild elephant viewings. We believe that these activities are in line with 

your social responsibility and commitment to bringing positive change in the world. 

We guarantee that if you remove your sponsorship to the festival and riding as part of your 

holiday packages we will promote your business within Nepal and the various countries in which 

our members reside, including USA, France, Switzerland, UK, South Africa and The 

Netherlands. 

Our long term vision is to end all breeding, buying and selling of elephants in Nepal, so that 

these majestic animals will be viewed an enjoyed in the (semi) wild only. We hope your 

progressive company will support our vision.  

We look forward to hearing from you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Elephant Watch Nepal team 
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